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The evolution of
ransomware and how it
can be stopped
August saw ransomware re-enter the headlines,
with questions reignited on the safety of our
workplaces, and how ransomware mitigation
tactics need to keep up with rapidly evolving
attack methods spotted around the world.
In this month’s insights there will be a close focus
on highly publicised workplace ransomware
attacks like on the UK’s national health system,
the evolution of ransomware methods like the use
of Golang and how we can mitigate ransomware
in an era of hybrid work.
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NHS staff fall further behind amid
ransomware attack

Mitigating ransomware threats in
the next phase of hybrid working

NHS staff fall further behind amid ransomware attack
While some NHS bodies are now recovering their
services after the ransomware attack on a crucial
software supplier, others are still being forced to rely
on pen and paper, and some will be waiting months
to recover.

Lining the pockets of cybercriminals and hiding in plain
sight, ransomware attackers are now amongst some of
the highest earners of the dark economy. The overall
market is expected to generate over $265bn USD in
revenue within the next decade – and ransomware will
continue to pose a threat to organisations across the
globe.

Read article

Read article

Three ransomware attacks hit single
company over two weeks

New Agenda Ransomware appears
in the threat landscape

Three of the most prolific ransomware gangs currently
in operation targeted the same company over a period
of two weeks, according to cyber security researchers.
An unidentified automotive company was the victim
of three separate ransomware attacks at the hands
of LockBit, Hive, and AlphV - the latter sometimes
referred to as BlackCat - almost simultaneously.

Trend Micro researchers warn of a new ransomware
family called Agenda, which has been used in attacks
on organizations in Asia and Africa.
Read article

Read article

What are the risks of hybrid
working? Cyber defense as an
investment in growth.

Navigating Data Security in An Era
of Hybrid Work, Ransomware &
Accelerated Cloud Transformation

In the wake of the global pandemic, the move to
remote working increased the number of cyberattacks aimed at remote environments. It made it
essential for companies to take measures to protect
themselves, their people and their customers from
data leakages. Now, with the ongoing shift to hybrid
working, what are the most important security
measures organizations need to consider?

Companies across all sectors were caught off-guard
as cyber-attacks surged throughout the pandemic, it
exposed a lack of security maturity and the need to
find strategies to ensure better security outcomes for
the new normal.
The 2022 Thales Data Threat Report examines
the impact that recent events have had on how
organisations perceive the current effectiveness of
their cybersecurity strategies as well as the security
risks and threats they face. Fielded in January 2022,
the report is based on a global survey of 2,767 security
and IT management professionals.

In a recent interview by Nikkei, the security leaders
of leading IT companies in Japan, Softbank, Microsoft
and KPMG exchanged views on a wide range of
topics.
Read article

Read article
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